Introduction
Hybrid systems combining discrete and continuous dynamics arise as mathematical models of various artificial and natural systems, and as an approximation to complex continuous systems. A very important problem in the analysis of the behavior of hybrid systems is reachability. It is well-known that for most non-trivial subclasses of hybrid systems this and all interesting verification problems are undecidable. Most of the proved decidability results rely on stringent hypothesis that lead to the existence of a finite and computable partition of the state space into classes of states which are equivalent with respect to reachability. This is the case for classes of rectangular automata [1] and hybrid automata with linear vector fields [2] . Most implemented computational procedures resort to (forward or backward) propagation of constraints, typically (unions of convex) polyhedra or ellipsoids [3, 4, 5] . In general, these techniques provide semi-decision procedures, that is, if the given final set of states is reachable, they will terminate, otherwise they may fail to. Maybe the major drawback of set-propagation, reachset approximation procedures is that they pay little attention to the geometric properties of the specific (class of) systems under analysis.
An interesting and still decidable class of hybrid system are the (2-dimensional) polygonal differential inclusions (or SPDI for short). An SPDI (Fig. 1) is defined by giving a finite partition P of the plane into convex polygonal sets, and associating with each P ∈ P a couple of vectors a P and b P . The SPDI isẋ ∈ ∠ bP aP for x ∈ P , where ∠ b a denotes the angle on the plane between the vectors a and b. In [6] we have proved that (point-to-point, edge-to-edge and polygon-to-polygon) reachability is decidable and we have proposed a decision procedure that exploits the topological properties of the plane. Our procedure is not based on the computation of the reach-set but rather on the exploration of a finite number of types of qualitative behaviors obtained from the edge-signatures of trajectories (i.e., the sequences of their intersections with the edges of the polygons). contain loops which can be very expensive (or impossible) to explore naively. However, we have shown that loops have structural properties that are exploited by our algorithm to efficiently compute the effect of such loops. In summary, the novelty of the approach is the combination of several techniques, namely, (1) the representation of the two-dimensional continuous dynamics as a onedimensional discrete dynamical system, (2) the characterization of the set of qualitative behaviors of the latter as a finite set of types of signatures, and (3) the "acceleration" of the iterations in the case of cyclic signatures.
SPeeDI
The tool SPeeDI is a collection of utilities to manipulate and reason mechanically about SPDIs, completely implemented in 5000 lines of Haskell [7] , a generalpurpose, lazy, functional language.
Visualization aids: To help visualize systems, the tool can generate graphical representations of the SPDI, and particular trajectories and signatures within it. Information gathering: SPeeDI calculates edge-to-edge successor function composition and enlist signatures going from one edge to another. Verification: The most important facet of the tool suite is that of verification.
At the lowest level, the user may request whether, given a signature (with a possibly restricted initial and final edge), it is a feasible one or not. At a more general, and useful level, the user may simply give a restricted initial edge and restricted final edge, and the tool attempts to answer whether the latter is reachable from the former. Trace generation: Whenever reachability succeeds SPeeDI generates stripes of feasible trajectories using different strategies and graphical representation of them.
This typical usage sequence of the tool suite is captured in Figure 2 . panel shows the signature generated by the tool reachable which satisfies the user's demand. The signature has two loops which are expressed with the star symbol. A trace is then generated from the signature using simsig. It traverses three times the first loop and two times the second one. The graphical representation of the SPDI and the trace is generated automatically using simsig2fig. The execution time for this example is a few seconds.
Comparing and Contrasting with HyTech
While SPeeDI is, as far as we know, the only verification tool for hybrid systems implementing a decision algorithm (with the exception of timed automata), it is interesting to compare it to "semi-algorithmic" hybrid system verification tools such as HyTech [8] . HyTech is a tool capable of treating hybrid linear systems of any dimension, making it much more general than SPeeDI, which is limited to two-dimensional systems without resets. On the other hand, SPeeDI implements acceleration techniques (based on the resolution of fix-point equations) which yield a complete decision procedure for SPDIs. Also, SPeeDI does not handle arbitrary polyhedra, but only polygons and line segments. For these reasons, comparing the performance of the two tools is meaningless and no fair benchmarking is really possible. We can only compare the two tools is we restrict ourselves to SPDIs. From some experiments we have run, we have reached a number of qualitative conclusions:
-It is well known that since HyTech uses exact rational arithmetic, it can it easily run into overflow problems. This is particularly an issue when the path to the target passes through a large number of regions. This makes verification of non-trivial sized SPDIs (eg the one in figure 3 ) impossible. -In the case of loops, SPeeDI calculates the limit interval without repeatedly iterating the loop. It makes use of this interval to accelerate the reachability analysis, avoiding time consuming loop traversals. In contrast, HyTech performs these iterations. Following the loops explicitly, easily leads to overflow problems, and, more seriously, in certain (even simple) configurations, this analysis never terminates.
While the first issue is limited to HyTech, the second is inherent to any tool based on non-accelerated reachability analysis. On examples which HyTech can handle, the two tools take approximately the same amount of time (a fraction of a second) to reach the result. SPeeDI, however, can handle much larger examples.
Discussion
We have presented a prototype tool for solving the reachability problem for the class of polygonal differential inclusions. The tool implements the algorithm published in [6] which is based on the analysis of a finite number of qualitative behaviors generated by a discrete dynamical system characterized by positive affine Poincaré maps. Since the number of such behaviors may be extremely big, the tool uses several powerful heuristics that exploit the topological properties of planar trajectories for considerably reducing the set of actually explored signatures. When reachability is successful, the tool outputs a visual representation (in the form of an Xfig file) of the stripe of trajectories that go from the initial point (edge, polygon) to the final one.
Despite the fact that functional languages, especially lazy ones, have a rather bad reputation regarding performance (see for example, [9] for a report on the experiences of writing verification tools in functional languages), we found that the performance we obtained was more than adequate for the magnitude of examples we had in mind. Furthermore, we feel that with the gain in the level of abstraction of the code, we have much more confidence in the correctness of our tool had we used a lower level language. We found laziness particularly useful in separating control and data considerations. Quite frequently, optimizations dictated that we evaluate certain complex expressions at most once, if at all. In most strict languages, this would have led to complex code which mixes data computations (which use the values of the expressions) with control computation (to decide whether this is the first time we are using the expression and, if so, evaluate it). Thanks to shared expressions and laziness, all this came for free -resulting in cleaner code, where the complex control is not done by the programmer.
Future work previews the integration of SPeeDI into a large tool suite for qualitative analysis of hybrid systems. We plan to extend its functionality beyond reachability verification. In particular, we are currently working on the implementation of the algorithm developed in [10] for constructing the phase portrait of an SPDI which is composed of viability and controllability kernels.
